
Report for Finance Committee      Item: 7 
        
Date of Meeting: 17th June 2021 
 
Planned Maintenance Programme 
 
1. Purpose of Report 
 
To consider costs for planned work at the Market Hall and Civic Hall as detailed 
within the Planned Maintenance Programme. 
 
2. Introduction 
 
The Town Council approved the current Planned Maintenance Programme 
during the budget setting process, but due to the on-going impact of the 
pandemic the Clerk has agreed to bring back proposals for works contained 
within the programme before incurring expenditure. 
 
3. Background 
 
Civic Hall – During the summer of 2020 the Peggy Killick suite underwent 
internal decorating and improved flooring whilst in lockdown.  Unfortunately, 
since then it has become evident that the flat roof above the Peggy Killick is 
leaking rainwater and has subsequently damaged all the new decorating.  The 
Facilities Manager has instructed a consultant to assess requirements to 
address the issues and estimated costs have been obtained. 
 
Market Hall – as part of efforts to improve the customer experience and aid 
marketing and promotion at the Market, Council approved the purchase and 
installation of live information screen (like those in front of the Civic Hall) within 
the planned maintenance programme. 
 
4. Consideration 
 
The estimated costs on the Planned Maintenance Programme associated with 
the purchase of Information Screens at the Market Hall is £15,000.  However, 
the Facilities Manager has received a quote from the Council’s IT providers for 
£4196 including VAT.  There would be additional costs for installation including 
the welding of brackets and electrical materials for our electrician, but the total 
cost would be well within the original estimate and taken from Capital Reserves 
should Council agree. 
 
The estimated costs on the Planned Maintenance Programme associated with 
the Civic Hall roof repair is £35,000 but the funding has not been scheduled in 
until 2025/26.  However, there is a need to address the rainwater leak sooner 
to prevent further internal and external damage.  The Facilities Manager has 
obtained estimates from a competent contractor which is likely to be in the 
region of £40k-£50K plus VAT dependent on the work carried out.  Due to the 
cost associated with this work it would be a requirement to tender for the work 
through the Governments Contracts Finder website. 
 
 



4. Recommendations 
 
4.1 That members considered the proposals and recommend approval by Full 

Council 
 

5. Financial Implications 
 
The cost of both projects would be funded from Capital and so would not affect 
revenue funds or precept demands.  The Current Capital held is over £523K, 
with identified potential capital expenditure within the planned maintenance 
programme for 2021 of around £220K, but it is unlikely all the projects identified 
will be delivered in 2021. 
 
6. Equalities Impact 
 
There would be no equalities impact as a result of this report. 
 
7. Personnel Implications 
 
There would be no personnel implications as a result of this policy. 
 
8. Environmental implications 
 
The improvements to the roof could create additional insulation and would 
have some long-term benefit in energy savings. Whether this would eventually 
offset the initial expenditure would be difficult to predict. 
 
9. Consultation 
 
n/a 
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